We address various deformational aspects of damaged materials with theoretical analyses and numerical simulations based on a nonlinear continuum damage model.
Introduction
Rocks are generally considered as isotropic and linear elastic media. Linear elasticity leads to useful solutions for small strain deformation and provides a wellgrounded basis for many practical applications. However, rock damage in the form of cracks, joints and other internal flaws can produce significant deviations from linear isotropic elasticity. The rock damage can grow with increasing stress and may affect profoundly the elastic moduli especially just before macroscopic failure (e.g., Lockner & Byerlee, 1980; Lockner et al., 1992; Hamiel et al., 2004) . Experimental studies have documented various manifestations of nonlinear elasticity in rocks and rock-like materials (e.g., Nishihara, 1957; Brace, 1965; Zoback & Byerlee, 1975; Brady, 1969; Schock, 1977; Collins, 1981; Ambartsumyan, 1982; Alm et al., 1985; Schmitt & Zoback, 1992; Weinberger et al., 1994; Lockner & Stanchits, 2002; Hamiel et al. 2005) . Nonlinear elasticity is also observed in seismic records of ground motion in sediments and highly-damaged fault zone rocks (e.g., Field et al., 1997; Rubinstein & Beroza, 2004; Pavlenko & Irikura, 2003; Karabulut & Bouchon, 2007; Wu et al., 2009 ).
Comparison of seismograms from weak and strong earthquakes indicates that attenuation becomes nonlinear at high amplitudes (e.g., Frankel et al., 2002; Beresnev, 2002; Hatzell et al., 2002 Hatzell et al., , 2004 Bonilla et al., 2005; Tsuda et al., 2006 , Sleep & Hagin, 2008 .
Several studies pointed out that the values of the elastic moduli of damaged rocks change strongly when the loading reverses from compression to tension. For example, the Young modulus of graphite is 20% less under tension than it is under compression (Jones, 1977) , the difference between the tensile and compressive Young moduli for different types of iron is up to 30%, and the compressive modulus for concrete may be (Ambartsumyan, 1982) up to three times larger then the tensile value. Walsh (1965) showed that the Young modulus of a cracked solid gradually increases with increasing uniaxial compression and related the material strengthening to crack closure under compressive stress. Basaran & Nie (2004) presented results of strain-controlled tensioncompression uniaxial tests on a composite brittle material (lightly cross-linked polymethyl methacrylate filled with alumina trihydrate) that show clear correlation between increasing crack density and decreasing stiffness. Their results (Fig. 1) explicitly demonstrate a gradual decrease of the tensile Young modulus as a function of the number of loading cycles, while the compressive modulus remains about constant. A comparison of these experimental observations with theoretical results based on a nonlinear continuum damage model is discussed in section 3.
Another manifestation of nonlinear elastic behavior in rocks was reported by several authors who analyzed a set of resonant bar experiments with rock samples (e.g., Gordon & Davis, 1968; Winkler et al., 1979; Smith & TenCate, 2000; Pasqualini et al., 2007) . Instead of the constant resonant frequency expected for linear elastic media, increased external forcing was shown to produce a shift of the spectral peak to lower frequencies and asymmetric shape of the resonance curves ( Fig. 2a ). The experimental results indicate that the resonant frequency is constant at very low strains but starts to change and decreases linearly at intermediate strains ( Fig. 2b) . At larger strains corresponding in the lab experiments to accelerations above about 450 m/s 2 , the frequency deviates from linear reduction and approaches a new constant value. The overall observed frequency shift in experiments with Lavoux sandstone (Fig. 2) and other rocks is of the order of a few percent. Several studies simulated a frequency shift at relatively low strains using a model that combines higher order terms in the free energy of a solid with an additional non-analytic term depending on both the strain and strain rate (e.g., Guyer et al., 1997; . Their model represents the bond system of a rock as an assemblage of hysteretic elastic elements that can only be in one of two states, open or closed. The existence of these elements forms cusps in the hysteresis loop (discrete memory) and also predicts cusps in low-amplitude stress-strain curves. Pasqualini et al. (2007) criticized this model and argued that there is no experimental evidence for cusp behavior in lowamplitude stress-strain loops. They also showed that predictions of a simple Duffing oscillator with a cubic term are consistent (see also TenCate et al., 2004) with the data obtained at strains below a certain threshold.
Geotechnical analyses of seismic site response in soil and weak sediment deposits are usually carried out with equivalent-linear approximation of nonlinear stress-strain response. This empirical approach adopts the Kelvin-Voigt model and assumes in agreement with observations that both the effective shear modulus and seismic quality factor decrease with increasing shear strain (e.g., Seed & Idriss, 1970; Hardin & Drnevitch, 1972; Sun et al., 1988; Vucetic & Dobry, 1991) . The equivalent-linear approximation approach accounts for resonance frequency shift and is the basis for many numerical codes for seismic site response that attempt to account for nonlinear elasticity (e.g., Schnabel et al., 1972; Bardet et al, 2000; Assimaki & Kausel, 2002) . Recently, Wu et al. (2009) observed strong temporal changes of the resonance frequency and motion amplification at a site on the North Anatolian fault with damaged fault zone rocks. They reproduced these observations using a model consisting of a low velocity fault zone layer in elastic half-space and the equivalent linear approximation for sets of material properties at different times. However, these and related simulations with the equivalentlinear approximation do not account for the evolution of the effective elastic properties with the ongoing deformation.
In the present paper we provide theoretical developments based on a nonlinear continuum model with a scalar damage state variable that is capable of accounting for evolving elastic moduli and attenuation coefficient during a damage process, along with nonlinear elasticity and wave propagation effects. The model is used to reproduce key nonlinear features of resonance curves observed in laboratory experiments with rocks that do not contain internal interfaces with impedance contrast. We apply a quasi-static modeling approach to simulate a damage accumulation process during brittle deformation that accounts explicitly for different moduli under tension and compression (e.g., Basaran and Nie, 2004) , and wave propagation modeling to analyze the associated changes in the peak and shape of resonance frequency in rocks (e.g., Pasqualini et al., 2007) . The ability of the employed nonlinear damage model to account simultaneously for the evolution of multiple variables and response functions provides a strong test of its validity for describing realistic behavior of rocks.
Theory
The nonlinear continuum damage mechanics employed in this study models the effect of distributed cracks in terms of a single scalar damage state variable.
Representative elementary volumes with a sufficiently large number of cracks corresponding to given values of the damage variable are assumed to be uniform and isotropic. A similar approach was used earlier in a linear continuum damage model (Kachanov, 1986 ) with a scalar damage parameter D defined as:
where E is the instantaneous elastic modulus and E 0 is the initial undamaged value.
Values of such a damage parameter were determined experimentally by Basaran & Nie (2004) and compared with their thermodynamically-based damage evolution function. In this approach, material with fixed damage (D=const.) remains linear with the same Young modulus under tension and compression. Predictions of the linear continuum damage models fit well tensile cycles of loading ( Fig. 3 ), but show significant disagreement for material behavior under compression.
The experimentally observed stress-strain behavior ( Fig. 1 ) may be represented as a bi-linear response with a constant Young modulus under compression and gradually degrading modulus under tensile loading ( Fig. 4 ). Ignoring at this stage for mathematical simplicity the hysteresis effects, the associated one-dimensional stress-strain response can be written as:
where σ is stress, E 0 is Young modulus of the linear elastic material, ε is elastic strain positive in tension, and 0≤α≤1 is a damage state variable. For α=0 the material is linear elastic, while for α→1 it is strongly nonlinear with a tensile Young modulus approaching zero. Equation (2) may be re-written using the absolute value of strain:
Figure 4 schematically represents evolving one-dimensional stress-strain curves starting with an intact rock. The tensional modulus decreases with damage increase and approaches zero at the macroscopic failure.
The variations of Young modulus and Poisson ratio with damage intensity under different types of load in three dimensions can be described (e.g., Lyakhovsky et al., 1997a Lyakhovsky et al., , 1997b by extending the free energy of the elastic solid to the form:
where I 1 =ε ii and I 2 =ε ij ε ij are the first and second invariants of the elastic strain tensor and ρ is the mass density. The elastic energy potential (4) includes two quadratic Hookean terms of the elastic strain tensor ε ij associated with the Lamé moduli λ and μ , and an additional nonlinear second order term associated with a third modulus γ. The first two terms of (4) give the classical strain potential of linear elasticity. The third term may be derived using the effective medium theory of Budiansky & O'Connell (1976) for noninteracting cracks that dilate and contract in response to tension and compression (Lyakhovsky et al., 1997b) , or by expanding the strain energy potential as a general second-order function of I 1 and I 2 and eliminating non-physical terms (Ben-Zion & . Differentiation of the elastic energy (4) with respect to the strain tensor ε ij leads to a constitutive stress-strain (σ ij − ε ij ) relation of the form
where δ ij is Kronecker delta and 2 1
. The variable ξ is referred to as the strain invariants ratio and it ranges from 3 − = ξ for isotropic compaction to 3 + = ξ for isotropic dilation. Equation (5) reduces to linear Hookean elasticity for an undamaged solid (γ =0). The cumulative effect of distributed micro-cracks and flaws in the elastic material leads to reduction of the effective elastic moduli and nonlinear elasticity with asymmetric response to loading under tension and compression conditions. The stressstrain relations (5) with nonzero γ are reduced in a one-dimensional case to the bi-linear relation (2) or (3).
During ongoing deformation the elastic moduli in (4) and (5) may degrade if the stress-strain conditions are above a yielding threshold 0 ξ ξ ≥ . This is accounted for by making the elastic moduli functions of a scalar damage state variable and deriving a kinetic equation for the evolution of α (e.g., Lyakhovsky & Myasnikov, 1984 Agnon & Lyakhovsky, 1995; Lyakhovsky et al., 1997a,b) . Using the balance equations of energy and entropy, the entropy production density is represented as a product of a thermodynamic flux and a thermodynamic force ( ) ( )
Adopting the Onsager (1931) principle of linear relations between thermodynamic forces and fluxes, the equation of damage evolution has the form (Lyakhovsky et al., 1997a) :
where C is a positive function of state variables that ensures non-negative local entropy production. Assuming for simplicity that the moduli μ and γ are linear functions of α and that λ is constant, and using in (6a) the potential (4), leads to the following evolution equation during material degradation:
(6b)
The coefficient C d gives the rate of positive damage evolution (material degradation) for 0 ξ ξ > and may be constrained by laboratory fracturing experiments (e.g., Lyakhovsky et al, 1997a; Hamiel et al, 2004) . The rate of damage recovery (material healing) is not relevant for this study, but can be incorporated in the model formulations (e.g., Lyakhovsky et al, 1997a; . Following the onset of positive damage evolution above the elastic limit at 0 ξ ξ = , and before the final macroscopic failure, the model incorporates a gradual accumulation of inelastic strain, i ij ε , given by (Hamiel et al, 2004) :
where C v is a material constant and
is the deviatoric stress tensor. The damage-related compliance or inverse of viscosity (C v dα/dt) relates the deviatoric stress to the rate of gradual irreversible strain accumulation. As in Maxwell visco-elasticity, the total strain tensor,
, is a sum of the elastic strain tensor and the irreversible 
Modeling results

Quasi-static damage evolution
The bi-linear behavior in equations 2 or 3 (see also Fig. 4 ) clearly describes a decrease of the effective modulus for tension with increasing damage. Therefore it allows a significantly improved fitting between results of the nonlinear damage rheology and the experimental data shown in Figure 3 (Basaran & Nie, 2004) . Values of the damage parameters should change from α~0.15 for cycle #5, to 0.2 for cycle #50, and up to α~0.25 for the last reported cycle #104. This damage increase with the reported strain values constrains the damage rate coefficient to be C d~1 0 2 s -1 . Accounting for the gradual accumulation of inelastic strain (7) with C v~1 0 -7 Pa -1 reproduces the hysteresis observed in the experiment during the various cycles. A more precise calibration of the model parameters, of the type done previously by Hamiel et al. (2004 Hamiel et al. ( , 2006 , requires detailed measurements of the sample deformation under different loading conditions which are not available for this test. However, such calibration is not essential for the present work concerned with general nonlinear wave-propagation aspects of damaged rocks.
Wave resonance
1-D case
In this section we present a one-dimensional model of the resonance frequency shift in a nonlinear material. First we derive two analytical end-member solutions for small and large wave amplitudes. In order to account for attenuation, the one-dimensional bi-linear stress-strain relation (3) is generalized, following Kelvin-Voigt rheology, to the form:
where η is the viscosity divided by Young modulus. Expressing the elastic strain, ε, as a derivative of the displacement vector u ( )
, the equation of motion for a forced oscillator with Kelvin-Voigt damping can be written as
where F ext is the external forcing. For periodic forcing with frequency ω, the amplitude of the generated standing wave is maximal at the resonance frequency, which in the linear case does not depend on the amplitude of the wave itself. Eq. (9) for a damage-free material (α=0) becomes linear and predicts a constant resonance frequency 
For a damaged material (α>0), the stress-strain relations are nonlinear and pre-existing strain (or stress) significantly changes the material behavior. We assume that the elastic strain, ε, is a sum of some pre-existing reference strain, ε 0 , and additional strain related to the wave propagation,
This assumption eliminates the nonlinearity of the wave equation (9) and the solution coincides with the linear case (10). For a large wave amplitude ( )
, the preexisting strain may be neglected. We search for a solution of equation (9) with periodic forcing in the form of Fourier series. It should be noted that the second nonlinear term ( )
in equation (9) does not contribute to the first harmonic, but transfers the energy of the oscillations to higher harmonics. The amplitude of the first harmonic,
This solution shows a reduction of the resonance frequency of high amplitude oscillations
with increase of the material damage:
The two end-members amplitude-frequency relations for small (10) and large (11) amplitude oscillations demonstrate the general tendency for a shift of the resonance frequency with increasing amplitude of the wave.
2-D case
An analysis of the entire shape of the resonance curve and its evolution with forcing amplitude and level of material damage requires a numerical study. To model the resonance frequency in a two-dimensional nonlinear material (eq. 5), we simulate wave propagation by discretizing the space domain with a spectral element method and the time domain with a finite difference scheme (Appendix A). The first set of simulations was done for a material with damage value α=0.3 and initial compaction ε 0 =10 -6 . For small forcing lower than 100 Pa (Fig. 5) , the waveinduced deformation is below the initial compaction and the resonance curve is approximately linear and symmetric. With increasing forcing and wave-induced deformation, the maximum amplitude corresponding to the resonance frequency shifts to lower values and the entire curve becomes very asymmetric. The wave amplitude decreases gradually for frequencies higher than the resonance value, but decreases abruptly for lower frequencies. A similar asymmetry is observed in the laboratory experiment with Lavoux sandstone (Fig. 2a ). With further increase of the forcing amplitude, the resonance frequency approaches a constant value in agreement with the experimental observations ( Fig. 2b) and prediction of the analytical model. Figure 6a with logarithmic scale of the forcing axis illustrates the frequency change at low values of forcing, while Figure 6b with linear scale illustrates the behavior at large forcing. As evident from eq. (10), in a linear system the wave amplitude at the resonance frequency,
, depends on the quality factor and is proportional to the applied forcing.
For the simulated nonlinear system this proportionality holds only for small forcing values (Fig. 7) . For forcing larger than some threshold value, which depends on the damage level and initial strain ε 0 , the wave amplitude increases less than expected for the linear system. Energy transfer from the resonance frequency to higher harmonics in the nonlinear system provides additional damping mechanism without changing the viscosity parameter of the Kelvin-Voigt model. The effective quality factor, which is defined as the ratio between wave amplitude and the applied forcing, decreases. However, for very large forcing, when the resonance frequency approaches its constant asymptotic value, the wave amplitude becomes proportional to the forcing value with the same coefficient of proportionality, as expected from eq. (11).
The results of the simulations discussed so far demonstrate explicitly nonlinear effects in damaged material with fixed properties. A resonance frequency shift may also be generated by temporal changes of the level of rock damage. An accumulation of damage in rocks leads to reduction of the effective elastic moduli and associated decrease of the seismic wave velocity, along with damage-and stress-induced anisotropy under non-hydrostatic load (e.g., Hamiel et al., 2009) . Figure 8 presents two sets of simulated resonance curves for material with different levels of damage under small 100 Pa (Fig.   8a ) and large 10,000 Pa (Fig. 8b) forcing. The material damage varies from α=0 for a damage-free solid to α=0.6. The latter is close to a critical damage level for the applied stress field, which consists of 1 MPa vertical compaction (corresponding to several tens of meters depth) and horizontal shearing with principle stresses of 2 MPa in one direction and zero in the other. Under these conditions the shift of the resonance frequency for vertically propagating wave is mostly controlled by the damage-related reduction in the effective elastic moduli and only slightly affected by the increased forcing. With a constant viscosity parameter of the Kelvin-Voigt model and small amplitude loading (Fig. 8a) , the resonance frequency goes down with increasing damage from 1 Hz to below 0.7 Hz. In this case the shape of the resonance curves remains symmetric and the resonance amplitude increases, as expected for a linear system with frequency-dependent quality factor. A similar shift of the resonance frequency is obtained for large amplitude forcing (Fig. 8b) , but the nonlinear effects produce a reduction of the resonance amplitude. This demonstrates again that nonlinear rheology leads to a decrease of the effective quality factor of the media. The amplitude-related shift and asymmetry of the resonance curve are not very pronounced but may be recognized by focusing on the small frequency range 0.6-0.75 Hz for the simulations with α=0.6 (Fig. 8c) . The results predict that a highly damaged rock has resonance frequency lower than that of an intact rock, and that its quality factor is significantly reduced for large amplitude oscillations.
Discussion
We present theoretical results and numerical simulations of slow deformation and wave propagation effects in materials governed by a nonlinear damage rheology model, and compare the results with two sets of laboratory experiments. Strain-controlled tension-compression uniaxial tests (Basaran & Nie, 2004) explicitly demonstrate changes of the elastic moduli of brittle solid with stress reversal from tension to compression, together with gradual material degradation during cyclic load. Another set of experiments with rock samples (e.g., Gordon & Davis, 1968; Winkler et al., 1979; Smith & TenCate, 2000; Pasqualini et al., 2007 ) demonstrate shifts of the spectral peak to lower frequencies with increased external forcing. Instead of the symmetric bell-shaped resonant curve expected for linear elastic media, they recorded asymmetric shapes with a gradual decrease of wave amplitude for frequencies higher than the resonance value and fast drop for lower frequencies. These two sets of experiments, and the additional laboratory and seismological observations mentioned in the introduction, illustrate different manifestations of nonlinear elastic behavior of brittle materials.
Several approached have been used to address nonlinear elastic behavior of material deformation. Nonlinear stress-strain relationships can be approximated by including higher-order terms of the strain tensor in the elastic energy expression (e.g., Murnaghan, 1951; Brugger, 1964) . Such models can be successful in large strain analysis of the Earth's interior (e.g., Birch, 1952) , but they are out of range for small elastic deformations. The nonlinear elastic moduli of the Murnaghan model estimated from stress-induced seismic anisotropy are three to four orders of magnitude higher then the Lame moduli and are not realistic in comparison to those obtained from static experiments . Following the Duffing model, introduced They argue that at high strains there is a transition to non-equilibrium dynamic state and that "theoretical framework which encompasses and explains all known physical effects needs to be developed". Sleep & Hagin (2008) discussed two nonlinear processes associated with strong seismic shaking, nonlinear increase in attenuation of strong seismic waves and effects of damage in the shallow subsurface. They suggested accounting for the energy dissipation related to the crack dilation as an attenuation mechanism, and proposed an explanation of nonlinear time-dependent wave propagation effects based on rate-and state-dependent friction.
Most of the employed approaches are successful in describing certain aspects of the observations while leaving out other features. In the present paper we attempt to provide a self-consistent explanation for various observed nonlinear features of deformation within a single approach based on a nonlinear continuum damage rheology.
Previous studies with the model (Lyakhovsky et al., 1997a , Hamiel et al., 2005 Hamiel et al, 2006) demonstrated that the nonlinear stress-strain relations (5) derived from the elastic potential (4), reproduce change in the effective elastic moduli under stress reversal in a four-point beam test reported by Weinberger et al. (1994) , rock dilation due to deviatoric stresses (Lockner & Stanchits, 2002) , and stress-induced seismic wave anisotropy (Stanchits et al., 2006) . Recently Hamiel et al. (2009) Our quasi-static simulations of damage accumulation account for different moduli under tension and compression (Basaran & Nie, 2004) , while the dynamic simulations of wave propagation reproduce the shift and asymmetries of the resonance frequency observed in different laboratory experiments. If the background stress has a zero deviatoric component, the model predicts bi-linear stress-strain relation with a kink at the transition from tension to compaction. In this case, which may represent some laboratory conditions ( Fig. 2a ), the resonance curve has a very sharp asymmetry (Fig. 5 ).
For more realistic background stresses incorporating shear components, the transition from tension to compaction is smoothed and the peak of the resonance curve is more gradual (Fig. 8c) . The analytical solution and numerical simulations predict a shift of the resonance frequency to lower values due to nonlinear effects. In agreement with the laboratory results, this shift is very small (only a few percent). However, the change of the elastic moduli and corresponding decrease of the seismic wave velocity due to material degradation (damage increase) may reach tens of percent (Fig. 8 ). This feature is consistent with in-situ seismological observations and may be reproduced by simulations with equivalent linear elastic model that employ different sets of material properties (e.g., Karabulut & Bouchon, 2007; Wu et al., 2009 ). However, the nonlinear damage rheology of the present paper provides a more physical approach for treating such data.
The presented modeling results demonstrate that for small amplitudes the wave amplification is similar to that predicted by linear elasticity (Fig. 7) . With increased amplitude the amplification becomes weaker, similarly to what is usually assumed in equivalent linear elastic model, but for very high amplitudes the amplification approaches values predicted by linear elasticity. This behavior is related to the laboratory measured response (Fig. 2b) , as well as our analytical and numerical results (Fig. 6) , that the resonance frequency approaches a constant value at very high amplitudes instead of a continuous shifting. Standard engineering calculations (e.g., Seed & Idriss, 1970) usually ignore this feature of the nonlinear elastic rock behavior and may thus underestimate the maximal amplitudes of strong ground shaking in highly damage materials.
flexibility of the finite element method and the accuracy of spectral methods. In computational seismology this method is widely used for linear elastic wave propagation (Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Chaljub et al., 2007; Komatitsch et al., 2005) and has been applied more recently in earthquake dynamics (Madariaga et al., 2006; Festa and Vilotte, 2006) . High order methods have been also succesfully applied to static elastoplastic problems (Holzer and Yosibashi, 1996; Düster and Rank, 2002) and have been shown to conserve their accuracy on a range of nonlinear problems with sufficient smoothness.
The continuum damage rheology was implemented in the spectral element code SEM2DPACK (Ampuero, 2008) , assuming two-dimensional, infinitesimal, plane strain deformation. Given the narrow frequency band distribution of the source, attenuation was modeled by a Kelvin-Voigt rheology. This amounts to replace in the constitutive equations the elastic strain ε by
where η is a viscosity parameter. In the linear problem, the resulting quality factor Q is frequency-dependent,
, and η is selected to achieve a given Q value at the dominant frequency of the source.
The domain is decomposed in quadrilateral elements, possibly deformed. Within each element, the kinematic fields are approximated as a tensor product of polynomials of order p. Each element is provided with a spectral subgrid of ( ) 2 1 + p
Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre nodes, which serve as both interpolation and quadrature nodes. Like in the finite element method, the spectral element discretization of the variational formulation of the governing equations leads to the algebraic system
where M is a mass matrix, diagonal by construction (artificial mass lumping is not required), d, v and a are the nodal displacements, velocities and accelerations, respectively, Fint and Fext are internal and external forces, respectively.
The time discretization is done with a centered (second-order) finite difference scheme, with time-staggered displacements and velocities. Denoting by a subscript k the quantities evaluated at time t k t k Δ ⋅ =
, the discrete equations are: 
The evaluation of Fint is done through direct stiffness summation. The strains * 1 + k ε are evaluated from
at the element level, then stresses σ n+1 are updated from the constitutive equations, and finally the elementary contribution is assembled into the global internal forces Fint. Note that, for convenience, the velocity term in * ε is evaluated with half time step delay. Figure 8 
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